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A Letter from the Editor
Hello femmes, and let me welcome you to Bang!, your one-stop-shop for
all things college and sex. The inspiration for Bang! sprung from our
writers’ wish to fill a gap in by-college-femmes / for-college-femmes
literature on sex and sexuality. All of our writers are college women
dedicated to our mission of defining, sharing, and celebrating healthy sex.
Because sex and sexuality are such a hot topic on the hotbed of college
campuses, we want to equip femme students to navigate everything from
the hookup scene at house parties to conversations with frat bros about
why it’s a problem. For us, it’s important that the conversation, debate,
and fact dropping that goes down in the pages of Bang! come from the
same demographic we expect to reach.
While we hear Audre Lorde’s infamous activist creed: “For the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house” (16), we’re
putting our weight behind Hélène Cixous’s call to action: “Woman must write her self: must write about women and bring women
to writing from which they have been driven away as violently as from their bodies – for the same reasons, by the same law, with
the same fatal goal. Woman must put herself into the text – as into the world and into history – by her own movement” (224).
And so, from a room of our own and in the spirit of Third Wave feminist frenzy, we bring to you a femme-for-femme magazine
where the Riot Grrrl zine meets the encyclopedic tomes of yesteryear’s patriarchal slant. Our tool is the keyboard and our
mission? Sexual satisfaction. On the journey there, we plan to name, self-reflect and rename ourselves and our bodies.
Claiming our right to self-define is especially vital in the realm of sex and sexuality. In presenting you with up-to-date and
femme-centered sex ed., we are countering years of masculine-centered science and a scientific community that has used, abused,
and kept us in the dark about everything from the female orgasm to eugenics-based selective abortion practices (Koedt 196;
Garland-Thompson 521). In addition to this path to body reclamation, we seek to define ourselves in opposition to the gendered,
sexed, and misogynistic labels that male culture has used to box us in and divide us from one another (Radicalesbians 209). Our
hope is that this mag provides a platform for the woman-identified-woman to share in the work of other femmes, creating her own
bounds and limits.
In this first ever issue of Bang! you will find our theory gracefully, painfully, and wittily transformed into words and actions. In
the “Let's Talk About Sex” issue, we’ve prepared for you a concoction of sex ed., a celebration of voices, feminist strategy for
healing, and top tips on the best dirty clips to help you scream your own name. You’ll find featured an interview with a Colorado
domestic abuse advocate, suggestions for feminist-friendly extra reading, and a write-in column to keep the conversation going.
Without further ado and with much love and gratitude to you, reader: Bang!
Nan Elpers
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Show Me
What You
Want!

I

t may not surprise you that every day, there are nearly 81
million visits to Pornhub -- one of the most popular porn sites

on the internet (Pornhub.com). You know what this looks like women’s faces mushed into pillows, mushed into weirdly tan
men’s crotches, mushed into the backseat of Stepdad’s car
(sorry, sorry, but that’s the point -- it’s demeaning and abusive).
(1) It is this presentation, according to sociologist Johan
Galtung, that has material consequences for social-sexual
relationships outside of the bedroom/bathroom/closet. Porn is
“an aspect of the symbolic sphere that can be used to justify or
legitimize direct or structural violence.” To protect us from the
oppression rays of mainstream porn, alternative producers like
Erika Lust make porn for women so that “me time” isn’t

How to Get it On with Porn
that Won’t Oppress You

compromised by thoughts of the patriarchy. Sites like ErikaLust

by Ryan McLauchlan

sexual submissiveness and not-caring-about-getting-offness of

provide lady viewers with a more pleasurable viewing
experience and at the same time counter-narratives about the

women. (2)

moc.enizagamdelian yb dedivorp otohp

Erika Lust coaching actors on set, 2016
(1) By mainstream porn sites we mean those like Pornhub that are free, receive the most viewer traffic and are not labeled with any overarching
specifiers such as “for women,” “for people of color, “for queers” etc.
(2) While we know the term “women” encompasses a wide range of people with different body parts, hormones, and eyeshadow palettes, our
discussion of porn - mainstream and alternative - will center cis-women.
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Why can’t we just turn on child-blocker to protect our
eyes and ignore mainstream porn that offends us?
This type of porn tells us a lot about its fanbases’ views
of women and their sexuality. It does so by reflecting
what viewers find attractive (think: supply and
demand). As Feona Atwood remarks in her article
“Reading Porn: The Paradigm Shift of Pornography
Research,” porn shows us “a very precise map of that
culture’s borders, its anxieties, investments,
contradictions.” At the same time, it actively promotes
female subordination by making it appear sexy to male
viewers (Atwood, 95). In her essay “The Straight Mind,”
Monique Wittig discusses the way porn affects the
lives of women: “Pornographic images, films, magazine
photos, publicity posters on the walls of cities,
constitute a discourse, and this discourse covers our
world with its signs, and this discourse has a meaning:
it signifies that women are dominated” (Wittig, 295).
Translated: porn communicates meaning to its
viewers. In this way, both reflective and informative of
cultural beliefs, porn reproduces the at-large sexual
subjugation of women.

" porn reproduces the atlarge sexual subjugation of
women."
Even if mainstream porn didn’t encourage men to go
on ahead and smush our faces into things, it still
wouldn’t satisfy because it simply isn’t made for us. In
her essay “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” film
theorist Laura Mulvey says of most film: “As the
spectator identifies with the main male protagonist, he
projects his look on to that of his like, his screen
surrogate, so that the power of the male protagonist as
he controls events coincides with the active power of
the erotic look, both giving a satisfying sense of
omnipotence” (Mulvey, 257). What Mulvey is
describing is the male gaze (think, if all the men who’ve
ever cat called you decided to make a porno).
Described as a “split between the active male and the
passive female” (Mulvey, 256), the male gaze displays
the woman on screen as an “erotic spectacle” reduced
to the use of her body. Beyond reproducing the sexual
domination of women by men, Mulvey’s description of
the the male gaze in popular film -- and by extension
popular porn -- ignores the needs of women by
catering content to (probably hetero) guys. What does
this do to the psyches those of us women who also
wanna have a good time? It seems like we either have
to identify with the male gaze of the hairy man on
screen or find another clip.

Luckily, while mainstream porn perpetuates a narrative
of female subordination for the male viewer’s pleasure,
porn for women offers an alternative form of erotica
that simultaneously resists patriarchal norms while
providing the lady viewer with an empowering sexual
experience. Erika Lust’s films offer one example.
Realizing that pornography has such a huge effect on
how a society views and treats women, Erika Lust has
made a career of redefining how we see women in
porn (eriaklust.com). Unlike mainstream sites (looking
at you, Pornhub), her site publicly declares its
dedication to women with the sex-positive mantra:
“women’s pleasure matters” (and if you don’t like it,
boys, you can just go) (Ibid.). ErikaLust women on
screen are basically an embodiment of Demi’s
reminder to all the boys out there, B**ch I run this
show. So you can feel even better about watching her
films, Erika Lust fulfills her mantra offscreen by making
her work transparent. All of the films featured on her
website credit the directors, producers, and actors
involved. And the actors receive regular STI
screenings and consent to all aspects of the scene
prior to filming (Ibid.). Planned Parenthood’s wet
dream. Self-defined “ethical adult cinema,” ErikaLust
films are out there offering us a band-aid to the moral
depravity of mainstream clips you wouldn’t want your
mom to see and might not want to see yourself.
Because we know you want to see something, let us
save you from the dark rabbit hole of internet porn by
offering the search term “porn for women.” Porn like
Erika Lusts’s is made for us. Erika Lust’s films relocate
power to the woman on screen by subbing the male
gaze for a revolutionary female gaze (erikalust.com).
(At least you can relate to a panorama of the
headboard instead of watching a girl moan who you
know is probably faking.) Beyond appreciating how
porn for women gives us a woman character to
identify with, it is interesting here to think about what
the female gaze does to the psyche of the male
spectator. When presented with woman-centered
forms of pornography, the male viewer has to deal with
the female performers’ agency, or else watch
mainstream porn (probably).

"Erika Lust’s films relocate
power to the woman on screen
by subbing the male gaze for a
revolutionary female gaze"
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Erika Lusts’ films also fill in the gaps of a woefully tragic
generation of millennials whose main sex ed has
come from porn (If you’re one of the unfortunate souls
who gave up on masturbation in middle school
because you tried jamming four fingers in your vag, we
see you, we love you, we’re sorry. This is for you).
Much of mainstream porn features positions and
sexual settings that are unrealistic, leaving us without
many options if we don’t own a seaside glass home or
have 3+ leg joints. *Clitorally* important, one way Erika
Lust features realistic porn is by filming clitoral
stimulation (Lust, “Women Loving Girls”). In her essay
“The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm,” activist Anne Koedt
explains that despite existing evidence that women
(and other people who have vaginas) orgasm via the
clitoris and not the vagina, popular depictions and
even scientific publications kept alive the myth of the
vaginal orgasm for years in order to privilege male
orgasm in the bedroom (Koedt 199). Foregrounding
the clitoral orgasm not only saves generations of
adolescents from having to figure out masturbation
and sex by themselves, it communicates that women
are deserving of pleasure.

We’ve said that porn is a political act not to *clit* block
you (see what we did there? Yes?) but because it
reflects and informs cultural beliefs. By trafficking
certain content, viewers determine which of those
beliefs gets reproduced. That said, watching porn
should first and foremost be about you, your time with
your bod, and/or your time with your partner/s - it
should be about you having a good time. In turning to
sites that publish porn for women, women can take
care of our bodies and minds while also patting
ourselves on the back for doing the good work. As
Laura Mulvey insists in reference to film, “New
techniques must be used or devised which transform
this particular aspect of our current sexual exploitation”
(Koedt 196). This is exactly the goal of Erika Lust and
other baddass producers of porn for women.

moc.kcilcthgirkcilctfel yb dedivorp

" Foregrounding the clitoral orgasm
not only saves generations of
adolescents from having to figure
out masturbation and sex by
themselves, it communicates that
women are deserving of pleasure. "

By neglecting to feature these groups of people, the
makers and distributors of mainstream porn
communicate that they (1) don’t matter and (2) they
don’t have sex worth watching and thinking about.
Erika Lust’s website not only shows cis-women in
power but also a diversity of guys, gals, and non-binary
pals (erikalust.com). By representing performers of
different identities, Erika Lust disregards the
reproduced power imbalance of men over women,
white people over people of color, skinny people over
fat people etc. etc. etc. and instead promotes the
agentive sexual expression of a variety of people and
bodies.

It would be remiss not to mention that in addition to
showing women’s pleasure, ErikaLust films have
positive implications for groups of people marginalized
by race, gender conformity, sexuality, and body-type.
Joshua Gamson argues that sexual statuses and
behaviors are adapted and interpreted through pop
culture (Braithwaite and Orr 323). In other words, the
sexual behavior of different people is both adjusted
and interpreted based on pop culture portrayals –
here, porn. In mainstream porn, the voices and
visibilities that are typically lost are those of women,
racial minorities, queer and non-binary folk, and people
of non-privileged body types (Attwood 449).

Erika Lust on set with producers, 2016
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Ask Caroline
A sassy advice column by
a college senior
To write-in to Ask Caroline,
email us at
ask_caroline@bang!mag.com.

by Caroline Olin
Hi Caroline, I’m a freshman in college and I’ve never had sex before, so I’m totally lost. What does sex
actually look like? Sincerely, Not-Yet-Hot-And-Bothered

Dear Not-Yet-Hot-And-Bothered, I’m
so glad you asked! In fact, sex and
sexuality aren’t as straightforward as
you might think. A lot of us think
that sex is only a penis going into a
vagina, and that can be part of it. But
sex is so much more! First of all, sex
isn’t something that happens just
with a penis and a vagina, or even
just with genitals. Sex can be
different for everyone, dependent on
what you like, and what feels good to
you. And it isn’t just between
someone with a penis and someone
with a vagina. Sex can happen
between men, women, gender nonconforming people, as well as
between people with different
sexualities (LGBTQIA+) in all sorts of
combinations! Additionally, what sex
means for us and how we have sex is
influenced by a variety of factors:
“Sexuality may be thought about,
experienced, and acted on differently
according to age, class, ethnicity,
physical ability, sexual orientation
and preference, religion, and region”
(Vance 338).
The act of sex itself can also mean
and look like lots of different things
for different people. For some, sex
can involve touching or rubbing
genitals or other body parts, having
penetrative sex, oral, vaginal, or anal
sex, masturbating, watching or
reading porn, phone sex, using sex
toys, or even just talking dirty!

The best way to find out what feels
good for you is to speak up. If and
when you try new things in bed, make
sure to tell your partner/s what feels
good, what doesn’t, or what you’re not
sure about. Communication about
pleasure and boundaries, and about
whether either of you even wants to
have sex in the first place, is sure to
result in the best experience for you.
When considering having sex for the
first time, make sure to take stock of
how you feel: “Sexuality includes more
than just a physical act – it is mental
and emotional as well. Being ready for
sex means being mature enough to
handle the associated emotional and
physical reactions that come along for
the ride. Consider the pros and cons,
and trust your gut instinct” (Beltran
and Yoon). It’s important that both you
and your partner feel ready for all of
the wonderful things that come with
having sex—not only physical
pleasure, but (hopefully) emotional
growth. Best-case scenario, sex is
empowering, beautiful, intimate, silly,
and puts you in touch with yourself.
In other words, sex is so much more
than just bodies touching. Rebecca
Walker says it best: “Sex could also
stand to be liberated from pussy and
dick and fucking, as well as from
marriage and procreation. It can be
more: more sensual, more spiritual,
more about communication and
healing.

Women and men both must learn to
explore sexuality by making love in
ways that are different from what we
see on television and in the movies. If
sex is about communicating, let us
think about what we want to say and
how we will say it. We need more
words, images, ideas” (Walker 100).
It’s up to you and your partner/s to
communicate, explore, and chart new
territories to create a fulfilling sexual
experience. And don’t worry if it
takes some practice so long as you and
your partner/s are on the same page.
Along those lines, it’s essential that
every time you do engage in sex (if
you do decide to have sex), you make
sure that you’re asking for consent
from your partner. Whether you’re
talking about having sex or already
doing it, make sure that your
partner/s are absolutely, positively,
for sure wants to engage in sex as
well. Asking for consent and keeping
up good communication aren’t just
important for pleasure. They make
sure that we’re safe.
I know that’s a lot to think about, but
having sex and coming to know
yourself can be a super self-loving
process if you decide it’s something
you want to do. Make sure to pay
attention to your own and your
partner’s needs and desires, keep
talking, and have fun!
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Hi Caroline, I’m a sophomore in college and I’ve been sexually active for a while now. I want to make sure
that I’m being safe when I’m having sex, though. What do I need to know? Sincerely, Doesn’t-Want-to-GetPregnant-and-Die.

Very good question, Doesn’t-Wantto-Get-Pregnant-and-Die!
Sometimes we get so caught up in
how good sex feels that we forget
about taking care of ourselves and
our bodies. There are a couple things
that you’re going to want to
consider. Before the next time you
have sex, I’d recommend getting an
STI (Sexually Transmitted Infection)
test done, and asking your partner/s
to do the same. Anyone who has
oral, vaginal, or anal sex can get an
STI. And of course we want to try an
avoid getting, much less spreading
them. We know now that “collegeage individuals are at a higher risk
of acquiring STDs compared to other
age groups” (Williams et. al. 357).
And STIs can be bad news:
“Untreated gonorrhea and
chlamydia are among the main
causes of pelvic inflammatory
disease and infertility in women,
and untreated STDs have been
shown to increase the transmission
of HIV” (Williams et. al. 357).
Don’t freak out though, because
some STIs, like chlamydia,
gonorrhea, and now syphilis, are
curable. Others, like herpes and
HIV, are not curable but treatable.
With that in mind, getting tested
will either give you the green light
to have sex or alert your medical
professional to help you take the
steps to curing or treating any
disease that may have been passed
on to you in a previous sexual
encounter. You can get STI tests
done at many student health
centers, women’s health clinics (like
Planned Parenthood), and
community health clinics. Lots of
places will provide reduced-cost or
free tests if you have insurance, and
if you don’t have insurance, some
clinics (again, like Planned
Parenthood), will offer reduced-cost
or income-based prices. Go get that
test done, girl!

Another thing you’ll want to think
about if you’re a person with a
vagina who’s having sex with a
person who has a penis, is birth
control/anti-pregnancy methods.
First of all, this isn’t just on you! it’s
up to you and your partner (male or
female) to plan safe sex, whether it’s
a longstanding relationship or a onenight stand. Margaret Sanger, a
pioneer and activist of reproductive
rights for women famously
championed the idea that “since sex
expression is the act of two, the
responsibility of controlling the
results should not be on the woman
alone… In an ideal society… birth
control would become the concern
of the man as well as the woman”
(Sanger 144). Of course, sex doesn’t
have to be between just two people.
Everyone involved should have a
part in making sure birth control
happens! To start, you can use
barrier methods like condoms,
dental dams, internal condoms,
diaphragms, or cervical cups. Some
of these methods will help to
prevent STIs, but not all of them, so
do your research! Other methods of
birth control include the pill, which
hormonally helps to prevent
pregnancy, as well as IUDs (Intra
Uterine Devices) and implants,
which are devices inserted in your
vagina or arm that hormonally help
to prevent pregnancy. You can also
try the ring, a soft-plastic ring that
you insert in your vagina which
helps to prevent pregnancy by
excreting hormones, similar to the
implant or IUD. If you’re lazy (like
me), there’s even a sticker you can
slap on! It’s called the patch, and it’s
what I use. There are a ton of
options out there, and if you want to
know more,
https://www.bedsider.org is a great
resource that goes more in depth
about how each method works, how
to access birth control, where to buy
it, and even how you can get birth
control delivered right to your door!

It’s important to note, though, that
none of these methods are 100%
effective, so it’s a good idea to use a
hormonal and a barrier contraceptive
at once—say, for example, condoms
and the pill.
Most of all, it’s important to keep
educating yourself. There are countless
resources online for you to explore
your questions about sexuality, sex
techniques, tips for pleasure, safe sex,
and maintaining healthy relationships.
Don’t forget, either, that your friends
are an awesome resource! Talking to
people who have similar questions and
experiences to you is a great way to
take care of yourself emotionally while
doing your research. Keep being
curious, and don’t stop looking for
more info: “It is very important to
understand that sexual health
education cannot be delivered or learnt
from a single conversation. It is a
compilation of lifetime experiences and
knowledge to assist people to develop
attitudes, beliefs, and values on their
identity and relationships”
(Shrivastava, Shrivastava, and
Ramasamy 1).

Caroline with Hot Dog, 2018
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by Jess Keniston

Talking Truth:
an Interview with
Dr. Rosenna Bakari
Doctor Rosenna Bakari founded the
organization "Talking Trees" and has been working
tirelessly since 2010 to advocate for, build
community with, and provide access to resources
for adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse and
incest. I had the pleasure of talking with Dr. Bakari
about her wonderful organization, about sex, living
openly as an adult survivor, and about the key to
maintaining a healthy sex life and perspective in
college. Her non-profit organization creates a
space where survivors can begin live openly and
without shame, have conversations in an online
forum about their situations and journeys to
healing, and find power and belonging in a
supportive community.
Talking Trees fills in the gaps of an enormous lack
of resources and opportunities for conversation
available to adult survivors. It is especially
important because the silence surrounding the
existence of adult survivors oftentimes results in
their stigmatization. Maria Lugones and Elizabeth
Spelman tell us exactly how such silence harms
those it surrounds: “…Having the opportunity to
talk about one’s life, to give an account of it, to
interpret it, is integral to leading that life rather
than being led through it, hence our distrust of the
male monopoly over accounts of women’s lives…
part of human life, human living, is talking about it,
and we can be sure that being silenced in one’s
own account of one’s life is a kind of amputation
that signals oppression” (Lugones and Spelman 18).
When we’re not allowed to present ourselves
through the spoken word to others,

By Caroline Olin
we find ourselves misrepresented or silenced.
Because there are so few spaces for adult
survivors to share and due to the deafening
silence surrounding the issue of childhood sexual
abuse and incest, survivors’ lived experiences and
struggles go particularly unrecognized. To help
break the silence, Dr. Bakari has written several
books, runs a spoken word series on YouTube,
and operates an active Facebook community. The
Facebook group provides consistent, daily support
while taking seriously the voices of a diversity of
survivors. Additionally, Doctor Bakari has
conducted outreach work on college campuses,
created a dedicated conference for adult survivors
called “Safe Space Day,” and acts as a role model
and inspiration to countless people—survivors
and non-survivors alike.
Doctor Bakari’s efforts encourage all of us to “give
an account of [our life] and interpret it” on our
own terms (18) , just as as Lugones and Spelman
encourage us to do. As the existence of Talking
Trees has demonstrated, creating safe and brave
spaces for adult survivors has the can guide them
to finding a path to healing and to living freely
again. The range and accessibility of Dr. Bakari’s
work ensures that adults of any age can find the
resources they need to educate and support
themselves. No matter who you are, we can all
learn something from Dr. Bakari’s dedication to
the lives of those abused.
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Caroline Olin: the first question I have is: can you describe the
work you do and why it’s important?
Dr. Rosenna Bakari: Talking Trees is an empowerment
organization for adult survivors of childhood sexual
abuse and incest, and initially I founded the
organization because, as I began to live openly as an
adult survivor, I realized that all adult survivors needed
a safe space and safe place to heal, meaning they
needed information about the experience of being a
survivor. When we say adult survivors of childhood
sexual abuse, that means the victimization occurred in
childhood at a time that we didn’t or weren’t able to sort
out what was happening. So that leaves survivors with
the narrative of oftentimes the violator. There’s a
surprisingly huge lack of information about survivors,
even amongst themselves. All that information is in the
research journals. But most of it was not in the active
lives of survivors. When I began healing, the number
was 40 million adult survivors, now it’s closer to 60
million adult survivors. So, imagine that number of
people walking around with varying levels of confusion
about their experiences, and who they are, and what
they deserve as people in the world, that sort of stuff.
These are the same people, mind you, who are raising
children, who are teaching classrooms, and mentoring
other people’s children, in doctors’ offices, in lawyers’
offices, in relationships that are difficult to maintain,
never, ever, ever having addressed childhood trauma.
So, the importance of the work for me is about moving
humanity forward and changing the direction of this
country, changing the direction of the world, when you
begin to wake people up to the reality of sexual abuse,
which is co-signed by a male-dominant culture.

CO: Do you identify your work as feminist? Why or why not?
RB: Well, when I started the work, ironically, I did not
identify it as feminist work. I just wanted to feel better
[laughs]. I wanted other survivors to feel better. I
wanted to live in my truth. In fact, when I started
Talking Trees the model was one focus only, and that
focus was purely on providing information for adult
survivors of childhood sexual abuse so that they could
heal. The deeper I dove into the work, and the more I
researched, and the more I looked at what causes
these issues, and under what circumstances children

are likely to victimized and looked at the numbers—
looking at 90% males as violators and 90% females as
victims, and the silence surrounding it, and all this other
stuff, I became aware of the feminism connected to
these issues. And I got to the point where I just could
not deny it, that I could not continue to address these
issues for survivors without talking about rape culture,
without talking about male dominance, because it was
too narrow. When I began to put things together, then
there was no longer denying that this is a feminist
issue. Which of course explains why we don’t get much
attention for it [laughs]. But feminist issues are humanity
issues, so [I’m] trying to connect those two as well.

CO: How does the mission of Talking Trees relate to college
femme- and female-identified students specifically?
RB: One of the issues that we addressed with Talking
Trees from the very beginning has been about lowering
the age at which survivors disclose and begin to
address issues. The age is currently in the 40s. Most
survivors don’t know that, so we beat up on ourselves
for carrying it for so long. That’s a long time to carry
something when the average age of violation is
between 8 and 11. I mean, to get to have something
happen to you in early childhood, and no ever even
gets to say, “I’m sorry that happened to you”, is huge. It’s
traumatic in and of itself. So there’s trauma, and there’s
trauma on top of the trauma because no one will
acknowledge the trauma. So that being said, [with] the
college age I think, we have to start initiating these
conversations everywhere. Everywhere. We have to
start dispelling the myth that victimization promotes
lesbianism, or being gay—it does not, it absolutely does
not. But if you happen to be lesbian, and have that
issue, and you’re not talking about those issues, it’s just
compounded and compiled guilt or shame [that’s] thrust
upon you because there’s nobody helping you address
the real issue of sexual abuse. We definitely should
address the issue in a place like a college campus,
where people are often beginning to have expressions
of their sexual beliefs. If your sexual beliefs evolve out
of dysfunction, then that’s a huge problem.

CO: In your work, what strategies are most effective in
communicating the mission of Talking Trees to a wide audience?
RB: Ugh, I hate this answer, I HATE this answer, [but] I
would have to say, ding ding ding, Facebook. And the
reason Facebook is, one, because Talking Trees has
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always had a goal to be international. About 35 percent
of our online audience is outside of the United States. I
mean it’s bad here, but it’s even worse a lot of places.
The conversations have not begun to happen at all
there, and we tend to get a lot of younger people from
the Caribbean and from some of the African Englishspeaking countries. There was a time when I was trying
to even move the conversation from Facebook—
because you have no control over it really—to the
[Talking Trees] website, and I ran into a lot of problems
with that. One was that many countries have difficulty
accessing websites. So the biggest venue for us has
been Facebook.

under governance of males and everything that
supports them in their livelihood on this earth. And so,
women have sort of gotten their acknowledgements
based on how well they can fit in. And for many of us,
we become satisfied with that. We stop asking if there
is a different way or if there is a better way. Lord knows
if there is a feminine way, right? We’re so afraid that
men won’t like us, we’re so afraid [that] we insist that
this is good enough. As long as we hold onto those
ideas, that we’re so afraid of creating something new,
then that fear is what I think is the biggest obstacle. It
requires a paradigm shift, and that’s scary for a lot of
people.

RB: The commitment to the male dominance paradigm
is the biggest obstacle. And when I say commitment to,
I mean the fact that people don’t recognize it, don’t take
time to recognize it -- males and females alike. Because
we’ve come to live by these standards, we stop
questioning them. Even when they don’t feel right for
us, there’s this tendency to just want to go with the
flow. So, this world that exists has existed for a long
time under governance of males and everything that
supports them in their livelihood on this earth. And so,
women have sort of gotten their acknowledgments
based on how well they can fit in. And for many of us,
we become satisfied with that. We stop asking if there
is a different way or if there is a better way. Lord knows
if there is a feminine way, right? We’re so afraid that
men won’t like us, we’re so afraid [that] we insist that
this is good enough. As long as we hold onto those
ideas, that we’re so afraid of creating something new,
then that fear is what I think is the biggest obstacle. It
requires a paradigm shift, and that’s scary for a lot of
people.
CO:
What have you found are the largest obstacles to

RB: Read “Original Sin” by Dr. Rosenna Bakari! (laughs)
That’s my advice. “Original Sin” looks at that narrative
about the origins of sexuality that we’ve been given.
Even this whole hunter-gatherer thing that we’ve
bought into, which is part of the male paradigm
narrative of males and females hasn’t always been.
We’ve got to go back even further than that. We keep
trying to solve problems with the same information that
created the problems. And “Original Sin” goes outside
of that context, so it is uncomfortable for people to look
at. What is your body meant to be, and what does
pleasure really mean to you? You know, we went
through this phase with young people, of sex becoming
a thing of quantity, that “I can have as much sex [as I
want]”, but we didn’t pay attention to quality! We got
duped, once again! So here we are, young people
having all this sex, and then you start talking about
orgasming, and they go “what?” So, we haven’t gotten a
lot further. So, really, understanding sex—I mean sex,
the physical act of sex—understanding that, and how
that’s connected in a much purer way to the emotional
aspects of sex. It’s not about taking power from
somebody else, it’s about sharing a power that you have
within you! That’s a whole different way to have sex
with someone. I say, understand why you’re having sex.
Don’t have sex as part of a resistance, you know? Don’t
have sex out of peer pressure, don’t have sex because
you’re afraid that’s the only way that somebody with
stay with you. does it mean to be a sexual human
being? Ask yourself some deeper questions if you’re
going to be a sexual human being. And then, move into
it with knowledge and understanding.

CO: What have you found are the largest obstacles to
promoting access to sexual education and services in college
populations you work with?

promoting access to sexual education and services in college
populations you work with?

RB: The commitment to the male dominance paradigm
is the biggest obstacle. And when I say commitment to,
I mean the fact that people don’t recognize it, don’t take
time to recognize it -- males and females alike. Because
we’ve come to live by these standards, we stop
questioning them. Even when they don’t feel right for
us, there’s this tendency to just want to go with the
flow. So, this world that exists has existed for a long
time

CO: What advice would you give college femme-identifying and
female identifying students about maintaining a healthy sex
life and a healthy sex perspective?
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CO: That’s great advice! My final question is: how has your marginalization is so daunting, it is up to all of us to
work shaped your ideas about sexual pleasure, sexual work together to create awareness of, support for, and
empowerment, and how to attain both of those? direct resources for the multiple oppressive situations
RB: You know, it’s interesting, I didn’t know that people
were having such horrible sex, first of all [laughs]. I
didn’t know that until I started doing this work and
having conversations with people, and I’m like: “why are
people having such horrible sex?” And so that
prompted me again to dig deeper into these issues and
concerns of people. And the things that I hear people
say about the way that they have sex is very disturbing.
Very male-dominant experiences. Sex is a beautiful,
powerful, spiritual, wonderful experience. It’s just not
like any other experience in this world. It should never,
ever leave a person doubtful, or feeling harmed, or
feeling victimized—all these negative experiences that
people have out of sex…that’s our first clue that
something’s wrong with our society – that something
meant to be so beautiful, and [meant to] keep the world
in motion, has become so destructive for people. So, the
work has shaped my vigilance about [giving]
information to people, and saying to women, “stop
laying down, being a sacrifice, you are not a human
vibrator, stop allowing yourself to be treated that way”.
And that’s a really scary thought! When I say to women,
“we’ve had this discussion before, don’t allow
penetration without orgasm”, women think I’m crazy. I’m
baffled by women’s willingness to have their body used
by another human being. So, when I take away that—
when I take away your will, your own will to have
pleasure, come on. You know you ain’t serious about
equal pay. You ain’t serious about equal jobs, you ain’t
serious about equal housework. If there’s no power in
the bedroom, there’s no power in the boardroom.

Dr. Bakari’s words help us understand the
interrelation of multiple feminist issues. As the National
Organization for Women (NOW) explains, it’s clear that
we can’t start to address one issue that affects women
without addressing others: “We realize that woman’s
problems are linked to many broader questions of
social justice; their solution will require concerted
action by many groups” (NOW 186). By referring to the
multiple forces that contribute to sexual silencing and
repression of women, Dr. Bakari shows us the ways in
which sexual oppression is complex, widespread, and
interdependent. Since the scope of women’s

that women face –the situation of adult survivors of
childhood sexual abuse and incest being only one.
When Dr. Bakari shared her story about creating Talking
Trees out of a place of pain and out of a desire to live in
truth, it reminded me of bell hooks’ discussion of theory
as a lived experience: “I came to theory because I was
hurting—the pain within me was so intense that I could
not go on living. I came to theory desperate, wanting to
comprehend, to grasp what was happening around and
within me… I saw in theory a location for healing” (37,
hooks). Doctor Bakari’s work stems from her theory of
the male dominance paradigm’s complicity in the
silencing and abandonment of adult survivors. Similarly,
she draws from her own experience to create solutions
for the survivors she comes across. It’s important for all
of us to do our part to help recognize and support adult
survivors. Understanding and sharing Dr. Bakari’s theory
is a great way to do it.
Equally important are Dr. Bakari’s stance and theory
about pleasure. Her demand for women’s sexual
pleasure harkens back to the work of our foremothers
who forced the world to acknowledge women’s orgasm.
Dr. Bakari’s discussion of women’s sexual repression
specifically brings to mind Anne Koedt’s seminal work
on the female orgasm: “Women have …been defined
sexually in terms of what pleases men… What we must
do is redefine our sexuality. We must discard the
“normal” concepts of sex and create new guidelines
which take into account mutual sexual enjoyment” (196).
Doctor Bakari’s articulation of the male dominance
paradigm’s role in smothering women’s pleasure builds
upon Koedt and her contemporary’s work. Contrary to
the orgasmic myth promoted by the male dominance
paradigm, Dr. Bakari teaches us that every single one of
us is deserving of pleasure, autonomy, recognition, and
respect. Sex will ideally be mutually pleasurable,
empowering, and satisfying. Only when we start
demanding pleasure in the bedroom can we start to
have really good sex and in doing so reinvent ourselves
as people deserving of care, attention, and discussion.
And this mantra is as important for non-survivors as it
is for those healing from trauma.
note: article has been edited for length and clarity, to view the
full transcript visit femgeniuses.com
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Take Back the Movement
WHY THIRD WAVE FEMINISTS NEED TO
CHECK THEIR ATTITUDE

by Ryan McLauchlan

You’ve probably heard rumors about third wave

feminism, described by Kimberly Springer is as a “new
generation of feminists” (Springer 314). While it is true that
there has been a new branding of the feminist movement in
this time period, separating the history of feminism into
three (so far) waves, some of the espoused differences that
have been categorized under those waves are artificial. As
the third wave of feminism began to erupt in the 1990’s,
there was a tendency for our generation of Millennial
feminists to actively disregard those who came before us
(Springer 315). Much of the nature of this time period has
been to believe that all the work third wave feminists are
doing comes from our original thought, discrediting the
work of our feminist foremothers/people. Not
acknowledging the strides made by previous generations of
feminists is detrimental to contemporary feminism not only
because it disrespects our foremothers/people but because it
also burdens us with the daunting task of starting our
movements from scratch (Combahee 269). By
acknowledging the first and second waves, we of the third
can better focus our efforts and expand the feminist agenda.
One reason for us to brush up on our Women’s Studies 101
textbooks is so we don’t repeat but instead build from what
has been said and done. Audre Lorde cautions against
dismissing previous generations:

“If the younger members of a community view the older
members as contemptible or suspect or excess, they will
never be able to join hands and examine the living
memories of the community, nor ask the all-important
question, ‘Why?’ This gives rise to a historical amnesia that
keeps us working to invent the wheel every time we have to
go to the store for bread” (Lorde 290). We will always be
taking two steps forward and one step back if we try to redo
the work of a movement every time its membership
changes. Further, we lose a sense of the history that
connects us to the feminists before us and an understanding
of how we came to be standing where we are now. In doing
so, we invalidate the struggles of our mothers and
grandmothers’ generations’ feminists and imagine our own
to be new and more serious.
When we invalidate or belittle the efforts of our
foremothers, we allow ourselves to feel that our work is
better. The conclusion that likely follows from this
misconception is that the feminist project is a chronological,
linear progression.
And this problematic for two reasons. First, by believing
progress is linear, third wavers assume that the the feminist
To Do List has only one agenda item that all of feminism for
all of time has been working towards. Contrary to this idea,
we know from history that feminism is in its essence “filled
with fragmentation and non-linear progress” (“Take Back
the Night Marches” 16).
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There have always been many
sects of feminisms, each
championing multiple goals and
promoting different ways to
achieve them. From ecofeminism
taking on DAPL to transnational
feminism fighting for the rights of
Muslim-French women to veil,
we’ve got a lot of different work to
do, and one feminism won’t get us
there. Second, and beyond
suggesting a singular mission,
adopting the lie of linearity
privileges the work of each
succeeding feminist generation by
deference to chronological
progress. While third wave
feminists are doing great things,
these projects do not transcend
the work of previous generations
and certainly have not developed
independently from them.
An example of third wavers
continuing in the footsteps of our
forebears is the students on
college campuses across the U.S.
participating in the Take Back the
Night movement. The movement
started in 1975 in Philadelphia to
protest sexual violence and to
stand in solidarity with
victims/survivors. Originally, it
was a direct response to an
aspiring young microbiologist who
was assaulted and stabbed to
death on her way home from class
on her campus (McGrath).
The revitalizations of Take Back
the Night on college campuses
today typically incorporate a
protest and then a candle lit vigil.
Participating contemporary
feminists have expanded the
original mission of the movement
to explicitly include lgbt+ rights,
child abuse awareness, and suicide
prevention (McGrath). In this way,
they have built up from the work
of second wave feminists and
tailored the mission and practice
to evolving concerns within
contemporary feminisms.

Cooptation of the Take back the Night
movement allows today’s college
women and feminists to expand antisexual and -gendered violence
activism because the groundwork is
already laid. The events carry name
recognition and palatability and
promote solidarity with and support
from older women and feminists. The
revitalization of this particular
movement offers a model for third
wave feminists to learn from and use
the concerns and strategies devised
before our time.

It is very much possible that third
wave feminism is believed to be a new
way of feminism because it utilizes
technologies that didn’t exist in the
same form when our mothers and
grandmothers’ feminist
contemporaries organized. But
thousands of feminists sharing a
Facebook invite surely can’t be
construed as so radically different than
thousands of women and supporters
hanging poster and signing petitions.
Though many third wave feminist
movements can be expanded at a rate
unattainable before widespread use of
the internet, we are mistaken to call
ourselves the first generation of
feminists to turn the anger of an
injured few into a movement.

One of the discourses of third wave
feminism is that its theory and
activism are original. Most of these
claims have to do with ways of
organizing. Examining the language
of and surrounding the SlutWalk
movement of 2011 can show us how
this narrative is conceived,
perpetuated, and also false. It has been
said that “The success of slutwalks
does herald a new day in feminist
organizing. One when women’s anger
begins online but takes to the street,
when a local step makes global waves
and when one feminist action can
spark debate, controversy and
activism that will have lasting effects
in the movement” (Lorber 305). We
disagree. In fact, SlutWalk does not
seem very dissimilar from Take Back
the Night at all. Aren’t they both
protesting for the right to be women,
be trans, be ourselves, and be safe?
Further, the origins of the two
movements tell a similar story. Take
Back the Night originated from the
anger and emotion that came when a
college student was assaulted and
murdered on her way home
(McGrath). From this anger was born
a collective rage that drove women
and supporters to the streets. Again,
much like the slutwalks.

To be fair, it is important to note that
the notion of “historical amnesia” that
allows some third wave feminists to
disregard our foremothers/parents is a
phenomenon specific mostly to white
feminists. Black feminism and
feminists have recognized ,
appreciated, and credited the mothers
and grandmothers who came before
and have generally done a better job to
work in continuation of and solidarity
with previous black feminist
generations (Lorber 315). For example,
the Combahee River Collective
espouses that “Black feminism is the
outgrowth of countless generations of
personal sacrifice, militancy, and work
by our mothers and sisters” (269).
Third wave feminists encounter
blockages when they act according to
the belief that their work is
independent from historical feminist
thought, and much of contemporary
black feminism can serve as an active
model for third wavers who fall into
this enticing narrative trap. Looking
forward, it is important for
contemporary feminists to appreciate
and honor accounts of previous
feminist work in order to best expand
and further the many agenda items of
our long-edited and -revised To Do.
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